
 

RATES & PACKAGES  
(all priced in Singapore Dollars) 

 

Wedding Actual Day Packages 

(See portfolio at https://amusephotographer.com/wedding/) 

 

TEN 

- 10 hours of photography service 

- all good shots returned in high-resolution JPEG format with basic edits and colour 
styling (typically over 700 images) 

- post wedding picture slideshow montage in 1080p resolution mp4 format 
(examples at https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer) 

- pictures and montage returned in a usb drive, with selected 36 4R prints in a deluxe 
presentation box 

- rate: 2699 

 

 

EIGHT 

- 8 hours of photography service 

- all good shots returned in high-resolution JPEG format with basic edits and colour 
styling (typically over 560 images) 

- post wedding picture slideshow montage in 1080p resolution mp4 format 
(examples at https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer) 

- pictures and montage returned in a usb drive, with selected 36 4R prints in a deluxe 
presentation box 

- rate: 2299 

 

https://amusephotographer.com/wedding/
https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer
https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer


SIX 

- 6 hours of photography service 

- all good shots returned in high-resolution JPEG format with basic edits and colour 
styling (typically over 420 images) 

- post-wedding picture slideshow montage in 1080p resolution mp4 format  
(examples at https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer) 

- pictures and montage returned in a usb drive, with selected 36 4R prints in a deluxe 
presentation box 

- rate: 1799 

 

 

Add-ons 

Additional Hours - 250 / hr 

Separate-Day surcharge - 250 

2nd Photographer - from 600 for 2 hours. 200 / hr thereafter 

 

 

  

https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer


Solemnisation / Short Wedding Ceremony Packages 

(See portfolio at https://amusephotographer.com/rom/) 

 

TWO 

- 2 hours of photography service 

- all good shots returned in high-resolution JPEG format with basic edits and colour 
styling (typically over 140 images) 

- post-solemnisation picture slideshow montage in 1080p resolution mp4 format  
(examples at https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer) 

- pictures and montage returned in a usb drive, with selected 24 4R prints in a deluxe 
presentation box 

- rate: 699 

 

 

THREE 

- 3 hours of photography service 

- all good shots returned in high-resolution JPEG format with basic edits and colour 
styling (typically over 210 images) 

- post-solemnisation picture slideshow montage in 1080p resolution mp4 format  
(examples at https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer) 

- pictures and montage returned in a usb drive, with selected 24 4R prints in a deluxe 
presentation box 

- rate: 999 

 
 

  

https://amusephotographer.com/rom/
https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer
https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer


 

FOUR 

- 4 hours of photography service 

- all good shots returned in high-resolution JPEG format with basic edits and colour 
styling (typically over 280 images) 

- post-solemnisation picture slideshow montage in 1080p resolution mp4 format  
(examples at https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer) 

- pictures and montage returned in a usb drive, with selected 24 4R prints in a deluxe 
presentation box 

- rate: 1299 

 

 

Add-ons 

Additional Hours - 300 / hr 

Separate-Day surcharge - 300 

2nd Photographer - from 600 for 2 hours. 200 / hr thereafter 

 

  

https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer


Pre-Wedding Packages 

(See portfolio at https://amusephotographer.com/pre-wed/) 

 

FOUR 

- Half-day (4 hours) photography service  

- good for 1 to 3 locations 

- all good shots returned in JPEG format with basic edits and colour styling (typically 
over 160 images) 

- 16 advance-edited images in high resolution (selected by couple) 

- pre-wedding picture slideshow montage in 1080p resolution  
(examples at https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer) 

- pictures and montage returned in a usb drive, with selected 24 4R prints in a deluxe 
presentation box 

- rate 1299 

 

 

SIX 

- Full-day (6 hours) photography service 

- good for 3 to 4 locations 

- all good shots returned in JPEG format with basic edits and colour styling (typically 
over 240 images) 

- 24 advance-edited images in high resolution (selected by couple) 

- pre-wedding picture slideshow montage in 1080p resolution 
(examples at https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer) 

- pictures and montage returned in a usb drive, with selected 36 4R prints in a deluxe 
presentation box 

- rate 1799 

 

 

 

https://amusephotographer.com/pre-wed/
https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer
https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer


EIGHT 

- Full-day & night (8 hours) photography service 

- good for 4 to 5 locations 

- all good shots returned in JPEG format with basic edits and colour styling (typically 
over 320 images) 

- 32 advance-edited images in high resolution (selected by couple) 

- pre-wedding picture slideshow montage in 1080p resolution 
(examples at https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer) 

- pictures and montage returned in a usb drive, with selected 36 4R prints in a deluxe 
presentation box 

- rate 2299 

 

 

Add-ons 

Additional Hours - 300 / hr 

Separate-Day surcharge - 300 

Additional advance-edited high-resolution pictures - 50 / picture  

https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer


Casual Shoot Packages 

(See portfolio at https://amusephotographer.com/pre-wed/) 

 

TWO 

- 2 hour of photography service 

- good for 1 to 2 locations 

- all good shots returned in JPEG format with basic edits and colour styling (typically 
over 80 images) 

- 8 advance-edited images in high resolution (selected by couple) 

- pictures returned via Google Drive  

- rate: 649 

 

THREE 

- 3 hour of photography service 

- good for 1 to 2 locations 

- all good shots returned in JPEG format with basic edits and colour styling (typically 
over 120 images) 

- 12 advance-edited images in high resolution (selected by couple) 

- pictures returned via Google Drive  

- rate: 899 

 

Add-ons 

Additional Location & Hour - 300 / hr  

Separate-Day surcharge - 300 

Picture slideshow montage in 1080p resolution - 199  
(examples at https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer) 

Additional advance-edited high-resolution pictures - 50 / picture 

https://amusephotographer.com/pre-wed/
https://vimeo.com/amusephotographer


Extras 

 

Canvas Prints – from 249 including delivery 

- come in various sizes (from 20 X 20 inches) and aspect ratios 

 

Albums (including layout and soft-proofing) 

- 12 X 12 inches 30-pages hardcover flushmount album - 799 

- 12 X 12 inches 60-pages hardcover photobook album - 999 

 

Express Highlights Montage – 299 

- Minimum of 6 hours required 

 

Childhood Slideshow Montage – 199 per song length of up to 5 minutes 

- 10 per photo for scanning and basic retouching of original photos 

  
 


